Inspicio was a sportswriter for the [Image]. Before becoming a best-selling author, Leavy

Do you like baseball? Or even if you don’t like baseball. Meet – starring

Rescued His Career and Revived Our Holiday Spirits

Invented Christmas: How Charles Dickens’s A Christmas Carol

have been made into movies, most recently

Performing Arts of Miami-Dade County, and the carving of Palm

West, the development of the Adrienne Arsht Center for the

fiction, and the founding director of the

dynamic family, and how his father rescued the Bacardi logo

time Grammy and three-time Latin Grammy music producer. It

went on to become the founder of the

– Raymond Elman

cartooning and moved to

interview, Mankoff explains why he left the premier position in

Finally, in “The Last Laugh” section of the current e-Magazine,

the organization.

ANAMARIA CORREA

first pitch at Yankee Stadium in 2018.

biography is that she was asked to throw out the ceremonial

MIAMI HERALD

began in 1986. From

Elisa Turner’s career at the

video. So we are pleased to present video interviews with

Despite the pushback from journalists,

our arts community.

made the migration from north to south and currently reside in

that describes how the project evolved and showcases its

LAX), created by architects

reflecting the spirit and international character of Miami Beach.

tells us what it was like to write for famed editors

THE CURRENT EDITION OF INSPIECIO

for a global audience interested in the Miami-South Florida art

So our video

LAX

and the
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